
04.B.4. Cover Page Answer Sheet

The Cover Page Answer Sheet was created so that written student work could be scanned and
housed in eDoctrina for teachers to reference. Typically a user is printing this Cover Page answer
sheet in addition to an answer sheet where student answers are recorded.

To print the cover page, you go through the same steps from the Teacher Dashboard that you would
execute to print bubble sheets. You can find the help guide on how to print answer sheets here.

Step 1: Choose your students.
Step 2: Choose your assessment(s)
Step 3: Click the PRINT button

Once you have selected the students and assessment(s) on the Dashboard that you want to print
sheets for and have selected the "PRINT" icon, you will have the option to print multiple different
types of answer sheets.

Scroll the options to the right, and you will see the Cover Page Answer Sheet type. Selecting the
"Customize" option will allow you to add lines to the cover page, which is very useful if students are
using this page to write out short answer questions.

https://docs.edoctrina.org/document/88d31ab814d16b56fda7ca07556927f80964a4e8.html/


The cover page printed with lines will look like this:



If users decide to print the coverage page without lines for students to use as scrap paper, or to
show work, it will look like this:

Students can write/show work on these cover sheets and they get scanned using the same process as
scanning traditional answer sheets using the copy machine. Please note that these pages
CANNOT be scanned with a smartphone or webcamera.

For more information on traditional copy machine scanning, click here

https://docs.edoctrina.org/document/2be75c3674e38e130f2108249bd5354b88985b78.html


Where to Find the Cover Sheet

Once the cover sheets are scanned, they can be viewed by users in two places from the Teacher
Dashboard - the "ENTER Student Responses" screen and the "CHECK Student Answers"
screen.

ENTER Student Responses

When this screen is opened, if any data has been scanned for the student selected, a small camera
icon will appear next to the name of the assessment. Clicking that camera icon will open a separate
window where the scanned answer sheet can be viewed:



CHECK Student Answers

When the CHECK screen is opened, camera icons will appear next to the name of the students that
data was scanned for. Selecting this icon will open up the image of the scanned answer sheet to the
right of the student's responses.

Important- Cover sheets do NOT automatically score questions so data will not be loaded into
eDoctrina for this type of answer sheet. Scores for student work will still need to be recorded on a
traditional answer sheet and/or entered manually be the teacher. Cover pages were created as a way
for students to show work for an assessment and have it saved in the system for teachers to
reference and utilize while grading.


